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With a wide variety of freestanding or 
wall mounted componentry, Finale 
provides flexibility for various room 
layouts and the personal work 
requirements of the private office.  
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Create a tailored solution using an 
extensive offering of materials, 
finishes, pulls and edges. 
 
Table desks feature a sleek metal 
frame and floating top available in 
clear glass, white back painted glass, 
veneer or custom material.  

style, function & flexibility 



paper management cubbies 
…integrated into overheads for convenient access 

work tools 
…attach to accessory rails in the workzone 

dovetailed wood drawers 
…with 100% full extension slides 

features 
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freestanding L-unit 

An L configuration provides 
function in today’s office, while 
two storage heights create 
visual appeal.  
 
Multiple storage options helps 
to keep work areas clear and 
uncluttered.  
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wall-mounted L-unit 

A variety of tower, wardrobe and 
mobile pedestal components 
accommodate various storage 
requirements with ease.  
 
Coordinating Finale conference 
tables add extra collaborative 
space within offices.  



power units 
…provide charging at the worksurface 

writable glass doors 
…for style and functionality 

pedestal wire access 
…allows concealed wire management 

features 
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Specify familiar office configurations 
with integrated adjustable height 
worksurfaces to complement active 
work styles.  
 
Conveniently accessable double 
height storage overheads with paper 
management cubbies allow work 
efficiency.  

adjustable U-unit 
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Versatility is the cornerstone 
when building multi-station 
units for teaming environments.  
 
Combine adjustable height 
tables with vertical storage 
units, overheads and 
tackboards to form interactive 
stations for easy sharing of 
information.  

tandem team station 
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Finale offers tables of varying sizes 
and shapes for meeting areas 
large and small.  
 
Plug and play technology options 
make it easy to share ideas and 
information.  

collaborative and conference 
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Conference tables and support 
furniture coordinate with Finale 
casegoods to ensure a cohesive 
office environment. 

conference 



team station with adjustable height table desks 
overall dimensions 180"W  84"D  72"H 

U-unit with double-height overhead and wardrobe 
overall dimensions 96"W  108"D  84"H 

l-unit with overhead and storage wardrobe 
overall dimensions 108"W  72"D  72"H 

rectangular conference table with buffet credenza 
overall dimensions 256"W  72"D  36"H 

desk with credenza and double-height overhead 
overall dimensions 72"W  108"D  84"H 

table desk with credenza and wardrobes 
overall dimensions 108"W  102"D  72"H 

l-unit with double-height overhead 
overall dimensions 155"W  72"D  84"H 

l-unit with overhead 
overall dimensions 72"W  72"D  72"H 

u-unit with ergo desk and double-height overhead 
overall dimensions 108"W  114"D  84"H 

finale 

typicals 
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Additional resources can be 
found at jsifurniture.com 
(click here!) 

http://www.jsifurniture.com/jsi_product_finale_cg.php
http://www.jsifurniture.com/jsi_product_finale_cg.php
http://www.jsifurniture.com/jsi_product_finale_cg.php
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